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Abstract— Parameter-dependent constrained optimization
problems like they occur in the context of model predictive
control (MPC) can be solved explicitly by means of multi-
parametric quadratic programming (mpQP) techniques. We
present a complexity analysis for a recently proposed com-
binatorial mpQP algorithm and discuss its advantages over
existing geometric approaches concerning off-line explicit MPC
computations for higher-order linear systems. The resultsare
accompanied by numerical benchmark results for two suitable
example problems from the area of process control.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the last decades, model predictive control (MPC) has es-
tablished itself as a standard control concept for constrained
multi-variable control problems. For a given system state,
MPC computes the control action in a receding horizon
fashion by solving on-line repeatedly a finite horizon open-
loop optimal control problem in which both system dynamics
and constraints are taken into account. Seeing the evolving
system state as a parameter and using multi-parametric
programming (mpP) techniques, the on-line optimization
involved in the MPC approach can be moved off-line by
computing an explicit optimal control law a priori. In this
paper, we will focus on strictly convex multi-parametric
quadratic programming (mpQP) problems, which are related
to linear MPC based on a quadratic cost function, i.e.,
the constrained finite-horizon LQR problem. In general, the
solution to this problem has the form of a piecewise affine
function that is defined over a polyhedral partition of the
parameter space into so-called critical regions, where each
region corresponds to a set of optimal active constraints.

Many of the mpQP algorithms reported in the literature are
based on geometric methods and apply recursive exploration
strategies in order to identify all critical regions of the
explicit solution, e.g., [1], [2] and [3], [4]. Due to the
involved geometric operations in the parameter space, these
algorithms scale, in general, rather badly with the complexity
of the resulting polyhedral partition, i.e., the number of
full-dimensional critical regions and the dimension of the
parameter (or state) space. Thus, MPC problems that can be
solved explicitly by means of geometric mpQP algorithms
are usually limited to lower-dimensional system models. In
[5], the authors show that a significant complexity reduc-
tion can be achieved by using model reduction techniques.
However, in this case, the obtained explicit solution is only
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approximate, and neither good performance nor stability of
the closed loop can be guaranteed in general.

Recently, a new combinatorial mpQP approach has been
proposed in [6] that is based on an implicit enumeration
of all possible constraint combinations in form of candidate
active sets. In this approach, the candidate active sets are
tested for optimality by solving a linear program (LP), while
several pruning criteria are used to reduce the number of
constraint combinations that need to be considered in the
enumeration process. In contrast to most of the existing
geometric approaches, the combinatorial approach does not
rely on an explicit geometric exploration strategy and guar-
antees partitioning of the complete parameter space. Despite
the pruning criteria, one disadvantage of the approach is
the combinatorial complexity with respect to the number of
possible candidate active sets, i.e., the number of LPs that
need to be solved in the solution process. However, since it
requires no geometric operations in the parameter space, it
can be expected that the combinatorial approach scales rather
nicely with the number of full-dimensional critical regions
and the order of the involved system model.

In this paper, we give a qualitative complexity analysis for
the combinatorial mpQP algorithm from [6] and discuss its
advantages over existing geometric algorithms when consid-
ering mpQP problems with higher dimensional parameter
spaces. In addition, we present numerical case studies for two
problems from the area of process control: an 8-state-1-input
fuel cell breathing control system and a binary distillation
column with two inputs and up to 82 system states. In order
to demonstrate the benefits of the combinatorial approach,
its performance in the off-line computation of the explicit
MPC law is compared to the geometric mpQP algorithm that
is implemented in the Multi-Parametric Toolbox (MPT) [7].
Note that some techniques to achieve further reduction in the
complexity of the discussed combinatorial mpQP approach
[6] are proposed in [8] and [9]. However, these are not
considered in the following for the sake of simplicity.

II. M ULTI -PARAMETRIC QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING

Consider a linear time-invariant system of the form

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) (1a)

y(k) = Cx(k) , (1b)

with the state, input, and output vectorsx(k), u(k), y(k),
andA ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, C ∈ Rp×n, (A, B) stabilizable.
The goal is to regulate the system statex(k) to the origin
while satifsying output, input, and (possibly) state constraints



of the form ymin ≤ y(k) ≤ ymax, umin ≤ u(k) ≤ umax,
xmin ≤ x(k) ≤ xmax for all k ≥ 0. In MPC, this goal is
usually achieved by solving repeatedly an open-loop optimal
control problem with quadratic cost over a finite prediction
horizonN . The resulting constrained optimization problem
can be represented as an mpQP of the form [1]

V ∗
z (x) = min

z

1

2
zT Hz (2a)

s. t. Gz ≤ W + Sx , (2b)

where z = U + H−1FT x ∈ RNm denotes the vec-
tor of optimization variables andH ≻ 0 ∈ RNm×Nm,
G ∈ Rq×Nm, W ∈ Rq×1, S ∈ Rq×n are real matrices.
Here, U = [uT

0|k, uT
1|k, . . . , uT

N−1|k]T is the stacked vector
of optimal inputs that minimize the corresponding quadratic
cost of the receding horizon problem at sampling instantk.

A. Analytic solutions to mpQP problems

As shown in [1], we can solve (2) by applying the corre-
sponding Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, which are
given by

Hz + GT λ = 0, λ ∈ Rq, (3a)

λi
(

Giz − W i − Six
)

= 0, i = 1, . . . , q, (3b)

λ ≥ 0, (3c)

Gz ≤ W + Sx, (3d)

where the superscript indexi denotes theith row of a matrix
or vector andλ refers to the vector of Lagrangian multipliers.
Note that here the KKT conditions are not only necessary
but also sufficient conditions for optimality asH ≻ 0.

Assuming that we know the optimal active setA ⊆ Q =
{1, 2, . . . , q}, A := {i ∈ Q | Giz∗(x̄)−W i − Six̄ = 0} for
a givenx̄ and corresponding optimizerz∗(x̄), we can form
matrices theGA, WA, andSA, containing the rows ofG,
W , andS associated to the indices inA. In [1], it is shown
that if GA has full row rank, the KKT conditions (3) can be
used to derive the parameter-dependent optimizer

zA(x) = H−1(GA)T H−1
GA

(

WA + SAx
)

(4)

which solves the mpQP problem for all parametersx in a
so-calledcritical region CRA ⊂ Rn aroundx̄, whereCRA

is defined by the inequalities

H−1
GA

(

WA + SAx
)

≤ 0, (5a)

GH−1(GA)T H−1
GA

(

WA + SAx
)

≤ W + Sx (5b)

with H−1
GA :=

(

GAH−1(GA)T
)−1

. This polyhedral region
is the largest set of parameters for which the combination
of active constraints at the optimizer remains unchanged,
i.e., for whichA remains the optimal active set. Thus, by
identifying all optimal active setsAi, i = 1, . . . , nr, the
parameter space is implicitly partitioned intonr critical
regionsCRAi

, and the optimizer can be represented as a
continuous piecewise affine function of the parameterx [1].
Note thatH−1

GA may not exist if the rows of the constraint
matrix GA are linearly dependent. In such a case, the KKT

conditions will only lead to a polyhedron expressed in the
(λ, x)-space, and further methods have to be applied in order
to obtain a representation ofzA andCRA [1], [8].

B. Geometric mpQP algorithms

In [1], the authors propose a simple algorithm that
subdivides the parameter space into polyhedral regions by
reversing recursively the facet-defining hyperplanes of all
previously identified regions. Unfortunately, this approach
introduces artificial cuts in the parameter space, which can
result in unnecessary and redundant partitioning. A different
approach for the exploration of the parameter space is used
in the algorithm presented by [2], which is summarized in
the following pseudo-code.

Algorithm 1 Geometric mpQP algorithm from [2]
1. solve an LP to find anx0 for which the QP (2) is feasible;
2. identify the current optimal active setA0 by solving the
QP (2) withx = x0; if feasible, construct the optimizerzA0

and the critical regionCRA0
by using (4) and (5) ;

3. for every facetFi of CRA0
, choose the center̂xi ∈ Fi

and step over the boundary ofCRA0 by constructing a new
point xi = x̂i +ε

(

Ai
0

)T
, whereε > 0 is a scalar andAi

0x ≤
bi
0 is the constraint defining the hyperplane that containsFi;

4. repeat step 2. and step 3. withx = xi until no new critical
regions are found, i.e., no new feasiblexj /∈ ∪iCRAi

;

Algorithm 1 is essentially implemented in the mpQP solver
of the Multi-Parametric Toolbox (MPT ) [7], which we will
use in Section III as a reference for the geometric mpQP
algorithms. Different geometric algorithms are presentedin
[3], [4] and (with some combinatorial elements) in [10]
and [11]. However, all these algorithms rely on geometric
operations like facet-stepping or polytope projections when
constructing the explicit mpQP solution.

C. Combinatorial mpQP

While most of the existing geometric mpQP algorithms
construct the solution by identifying all critical regionsin
a recursive parameter space exploration, the combinatorial
mpQP algorithm presented in [6] operates directly on the
level of possible optimal active sets. Particularly, the main
idea of the approach is the implicit enumeration of all
possible combinations of active constraints.

Consider again the setQ = {1, . . . , q} referring to the con-
straint indices in (2b). Then, the active setA(z, x) can be de-
scribed asA(z, x) := {i ∈ Q | Giz−W i−Six = 0} , while
the corresponding set of inactive constraintsJ (z, x) is given
by the set difference ofQ andA, i.e.,J (z, x) := Q\A(z, x).
It can be shown that all possible optimal active sets are
included in the set

P ′(Q) :=
{

A1 = { },A2 = {1}, . . . ,Aq+1 = {q}, . . .

Aq+2 = {1, 2}, . . . ,AnA
= {q̃ − m + 1, . . . , q}

}

, (6)

which is a subset of the power setP(Q) and consists of
nA =

∑m̃

l=0

(

q
l

)

≤ 2q index sets. Here,̃q andm̃ are defined



as q̃ = max{Nm, q} and m̃ = min{Nm, q}, respectively
[6], [9]. In order to identify all optimal active sets, the authors
of [6] suggest to choose candidate active setsAi ∈ P ′(Q)
in the order of increasing cardinality and use the LP

max
z,x,λAi ,sJi

t (7a)

s. t. te1 ≤ λAi , te2 ≤ sJi (7b)

t ≥ 0, λAi ≥ 0, sJi ≥ 0 (7c)

Hz + (GAi)T λAi = 0 (7d)

GAiz − SAix − WAi = 0 (7e)

GJiz − SJix − WJi + sJi = 0 (7f)

to check whetherAi is indeed an optimal active set. Here,
in addition to the already introduced variables and matrices,
t is a scalar optimization variable ande1 = [1, . . . , 1]T ,
e2 = [1, . . . , 1]T are vectors of appropriate sizes cor-
responding to the vector of Lagrangian multipliersλAi

and the vector of slack variablessJi , respectively. Clearly,
if the LP (7) has a feasible solution, there exist feasible
zAi

, xAi
, λAi , sJi satisfying the KKT conditions (3), andAi

is an optimal active set [6]. In this case, (4) and (5) can be
used to compute the affine solution and the corresponding
critical region. On the other hand, infeasibility of the LP
(7) implies thatAi is not an optimal active set, andzAi

,
CRAi

need not be computed. Moreover, if the LP (7) is also
infeasible when only feasibility constraints are considered,
i.e., when all constraints related toλAi are discarded, thenAi

represents an infeasible combination of active constraints [6].
The following criterion reduces the number of candidate sets
and renders the enumeration ofP ′(Q) implicit.

Criterion 1 (Pruning of candidate active sets [6])
If a candidate active setAi ∈ P ′(Q)

(i) leads to a row rank deficient matrixGAi , or
(ii) represents an infeasible constraint combination,
thenAi and all its supersets can be excluded from further
consideration in the enumeration ofP ′(Q).

While the first pruning condition results from the hierarchical
structure of the combinatorial enumeration process, the
second one follows directly from the fact that an infeasible
system of equality and inequality constraints, i.e., here the
LP (7), will stay infeasible when some of the inequalities
are treated as equalities. With this, the combinatorial mpQP
algorithm proposed in [6] can be summarized as follows.

Algorithm 2 Combinatorial mpQP algorithm from [6]
1. chooseAi ∈ P ′(Q) in order of increasing cardinality;
2. if Ai not pruned andGAi has full row rank, solve (7)

x if feasible, use (4) and (5) to constructzAi
andCRAi

x if infeasible, solve (7) without optimality constraints
x if infeasible, add allAj ⊃ Ai to the pruned sets;

3. return to1. until the whole setP ′(Q) is explored.

A graphical illustration of the combinatorial enumeration
strategy and the involved pruning process is given in Fig. 1
in form of a tree diagram. More details on the properties
of the combinatorial approach and aspects concerning the
implementation can be found in [6] and [8].
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Fig. 1. Combinatorial enumeration strategy used in [6].

D. Complexity analysis

In the following, we present a qualitative complexity
analysis for the discussed combinatorial mpQP algorithm
Algorithm 2 and compare it with the complexity of the
geometric exploration used in Algorithm 1. The goal is to
point out structural differences between the two appoaches
and to provide a theoretical basis for the numerical case
studies that will be discussed in Section III.

The main operations when executing Algorithm 2 are

(i) solving the LP (7) (with/without optimality constraints),
(ii) constructing candidate sets & pruning infeasible con-

straint combinations,
(iii) removing redundant constraints from polyhedra and

checking critical regions for full-dimensionality .

It is obvious that the effort for the first two tasks is closely
related to the number of maximal possible constraint com-
binations, i.e., the number of elements inP ′(Q). Since this
number is equal to the maximal number of optimization prob-
lems that need to be solved, we will denote it bynLP,max.
As stated above,nLP,max is given bynLP,max = nA. By
introducing apruning rate γ, we can express the number
of optimization problems that are effectively solved in step
(i) of the exploration process asnLP,(i) = (1− γ) nLP,max,
γ < 1. Note that the pruning rateγ is problem dependent and
can, in general, not be computed beforehand. The computa-
tional burden that is caused in step (ii) by constructing the
candidate active sets and pruning infeasible computation can
not be expressed directly in terms of optimization problems.
However, since it will also depend on the number of maximal
possible combinations, it could be included in our estimate
by introducing an additional proportionality factorκ > 0,
i.e., nLP,(ii) ≈ κ nLP,max.Thus, we get the following
cumulative estimate for the tasks (i) and (ii):

nLP,(i+ii) = (1 − γ + κ) nLP,max = γ̃

m̃
∑

l=0

(

q

l

)

(8)

with γ̃ ∈ Q+ and, usually,γ̃ < 1 since κ ≪ γ. Now
let’s turn to the last part (iii). Redundant constraints can
be removed from the polyhedral description of each critical
region by solving one linear optimization problem for each
defining hyperplane. Moreover, whether a critical region is
full-dimensional can be tested by checking if the Chebyshev
radius of the corresponding polytope is positive (respectively



above a certain positive theshold). Since the Chebyshev
radius of a polytope can be computed by solving one linear
optimization problem, the computational effort for task (iii)
can be estimated as

nLP,(iii) = nr ×

(

# LPs for redundancy check per region
+1 LP for checking full-dimensionality

)

,

(9)
wherenr is the total number of identified critical regions in
the parameter space partition. By combining Equations (8)
and (9), we can finally give an estimate for the computational
effort of the combinatorial approach based on the number of
LPs that need to be solved:

γ̃

m̃
∑

l=0

(

q

l

)

+nr×

(

# LPs for redundancy check per region
+ 1 LP for checking full-dimensionality

)

.

(10)
On the other hand, the main cost of the geometric approach
that is used in Algorithm 1 and also in the mpQP solver of
the MPT can be estimated by

nr ×

(

# LPs for stepping over the facets per region
+ 1 QP for identifying the optimal active set

)

+nr ×

(

#LPs for redundancy check per region
+1 LP for checking full-dimensionality

)

, (11)

where we used the fact that one LP has to be solved for
each facet of a critical region in order to compute the
corresponding center̂xi ∈ Fi. A similar cost estimate for
the geometric algorithms from [1] and [3] is given in [3].

By comparing Equation (10) and Equation (11), we see
that the complexities of the combinatorial and the geometric
algorithm differ only in the first terms. This is plausible
insofar that in both cases the first term describes the cost of
the operations which are characteristic for the particularal-
gorithm. We see that while the computational burden for the
combinatorial approach is mainly affected by the maximal
number of constraint combinationsnLP,max and the overall
pruning rateγ̃, the complexity of the geometric algorithm
is closely related to the number of regionsnr. Moreover,
since both the number of critical regions, the number of
facets per region, and the size of the additional LPs and QPs
will generally grow exponentially, the additional geometric
operations will become more and more time consuming with
increasing dimension of the parameter space. In fact, our
observations showed that computing the centersx̂i ∈ Fi

when stepping over the increasing number of facets is the
most critical operation. Of course, this may be influenced
by the numerical implementation, but we consider the code
of the MPT to be rather mature and efficient. In contrast
to this, the combinatorial approach scales rather well with
the dimension of the parameter space, but badly with the
numbers of optimization variables and constraints in the
mpQP problem. Hence, for problems where the parameter
space partition consists of a huge number of regions in a
higher-dimensional parameter space, it may be advantageous
to use the combinatorial approach.

III. N UMERICAL CASE STUDIES

In this section we want to illustrate the results of the above
complexity analysis on two numerical examples from the
area of process control. Both control problem formulations
are based on linear system models with a relatively large
number of system states and a rather small number of
constrained in- and outputs. Hence, the corresponding mpQP
problems involve a higher-dimensional parameter vector,
while the number of possible candidate active sets is rel-
atively small. Only the basic principles of the underlying
industrial processes and their system models are outlined
in the following; for more details the reader is referred to
the respective references in the literature. All computations
are performed on a 3 GHz Dual Core PC with 8 GB
RAM, running MATLAB 7.11,MPT version 2.6.3 and NAG
Toolbox Mark 22.1 (64 bit).

A. Fuel Cell Breathing Control

As the first example, we consider a fuel cell breathing
control system that has already been discussed in the context
of explicit linear MPC in [5]. A description of the considered
fuel cell process and a derivation of the associated nonlinear
and linear system models is given in [12]. In short, the goal is
to control the air flow inside a fuel cell stack system in order
to avoid oxygen starvation, a phenomenon which can result
in a rapid cell voltage decrease and the destruction of the
fuel cell system membranes. In the following, we consider a
linear system model of the form

ẋ = Acx + bcu (12a)

y = Ccx , (12b)

for which the system matricesAc ∈ R8×8, Bc ∈ R8×1,
Cc ∈ R2×8 can be found in [12]. The model involves
eight system states, which refer to the oxygen, hydrogen
and nitrogen masses, the pressures in the return and supply
manifold, the total mass in the supply manifold, the mass
of water on the fuel cell anode, and the rortational speed
of the compressor. The only input to the system is the
compressor motor voltage, while the outputs are given by
the net power and the oxygen excess ratio. As in [5], we
discretize the linear model (12) with a sampling time of
Td = 1 ms and formulate the open-loop optimal control
problem of linear MPC for varying prediction horizonN ,
using the input and output constraints|u| ≤ 5, |y1| ≤ 0.03,
|y2| ≤ 0.2 together with a quadratic performance index based
on Q = 103 · Cd

T Cd, R = 1, whereCd denotes the output
matrix of the disretized system model.

In Table I, we give a comparison of the computation times
that were needed by the combinatorial and the geometric
mpQP algorithm for computing the explicit MPC solution.
As we can see, the combinatorial mpQP algorithm is in-
deed more efficient than theMPT algorithm, at least for
a prediction horizon ofN ≤ 6. However, the advantages
in the computational speed decline for increasing horizon,
and for a horizon ofN = 7 the computation time of the
combinatorial algorithm increases dramatically. In fact,due



TABLE I

PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE8TH -ORDER FUEL CELL PROCESS.

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
nr 5 27 123 449 1 261 2 335 3 996

tAlg.1[s] 0.18 1.04 7.54 54.31 251.93 942.37 3 088.38
tAlg.2[s] 0.05 0.21 1.23 6.63 52.67 553.36 -

to the exponentially increasing number of possible candidate
active sets (nLP,max > 33 × 106), the first term of the
complexity estimate in (10) explodes, and the algorithm is
not able to compute the explicit solution in a computation
time of four hours. Nevertheless, the results forN ≤ 6
confirm in principal that the combinatorial mpQP approach
may have significant advantages over existing geometric
approaches for the discussed class of mpQP problems.

B. Binary distillation column

As another example for explicit linear MPC based on
large-scale system models we want to consider the well-
known “Column A” [13], which is a well-studied example for
a binary distillation column model. All data andMATLAB
models used in the following are taken from the “Column A”
website [14], to which the interested reader is referred for
more details on the column model. The model includes 41
column stages and the following model assumptions are
made: binary mixture, constant pressure, constant relative
volatility, constant molar flows, no vapor holdup, linear liquid
dynamics, equilibrium on all stages, total condenser. The
system states are given by the liquid compositionxi and the
liquid hold-upmi at each stage. In this work, we consider
the so called LV-configuration of the system, in which the
top and bottom product flow rates are controlled by the
reboiler and condenser hold-up via two internal P-controllers.
As a result, the model of the distillation column in LV-
configuration consists of 82 states, two inputs (reflux and
boil-up flow) and two outputs (top and bottom composition
x1, x41), see Fig. 2. Furthermore, model reduction techniques
can be employed to reduce the order of the linear model, i.e.,
the number of used system states. In [13], the authors show
that a second-order model is actually sufficient to represent
the fundamental I/O-behavior of the distillation column. In
the following, we want to exploit this scalability of the
system model size by formulating mpQP problems for a
varying dimension of the state/parameter space. Following
[15], we discretize the continuous-time model from [14] with
Ts = 4 min and use the input and output constraints|ui| ≤ 1,
|yi| ≤ 0.005, i = 1, 2 together with a quadratic cost function
based onQ = 100 · Inred

, R = 0.2 · I2, in the formulation of
the linear MPC open-loop optimal control problem, where
nred denotes the number of state variables in the reduced
order system model.

In order to analyze the performance of the combinatorial
algorithm for mpQP problems with a high-dimensional pa-
rameter space, we tested both the combinatorial algorithm
and the geometric algorithm of theMPT for the distillation
column example while varying both the prediction horizonN

Bottom product
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Boil-up
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41 stages

8
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>
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Fig. 2. Schematic distillation column process.

and the number of state variables in the underlying system
model. The model order was varied from simple reduced
order models withnred = 4 to the original full-order model
with nred = 82. For each model order, the open-loop optimal
control problems of linear MPC were formulated for the
prediction horizonsN = 1, 2, 3. The resulting computation
times are presented in Fig. 3.
For a horizon ofN = 1, both algorithms succeed to compute
the solution within the imposed time limit of four hours
for all considered model orders. As can be seen from the
different time curves, the combinatorial algorithm is always
faster in computing the explicit solution than the geometric
MPT algorithm. In fact, the speed advantage increases from
a factor of 3-4 to a factor of around 84 with increasing model
order nred. Similar results were obtained for a horizon of
N = 2. However, two important differences can be observed
in Fig. 3. On the one hand, theMPT algorithm is not able
to compute the solution fornred ≥ 54 within the time limit
of four hours. In addition, the algorithm fails completely for
nred = 12 and nred = 16. For this cases, only the critical
regions corresponding toA0 = {} are detected, which is
caused by numerical problems in the geometric state space
exploration process. Again, the results also show that the
speed advantage of the combinatorial algorithm tends to
grow for increasing model order: while the combinatorial
algorithm is two times faster than the geometric algorithm
for nred = 4, it is more than 180 times faster fornred = 46.
Finally, the bottom plot of Fig. 3 presents the computation
times for prediction horizonN = 3. Here, the computation
time of the geometricMPT algorithm exceeds the time
limit of four hours already fornred ≥ 14. The computation
times for the combinatorial algorithm are also increased
significantly, and fornx,red = 4 it is even slower than the
geometric algorithm. However, for increasing model order,
the combinatorial algorithm is once more much faster than
the geometric one, and succeeds in computing all explicit
solutions.

To the knowledge of the authors, there exists no example
of explicit MPC for such a high-dimensional system in
the literature. By taking a look at the corresponding state
space partitions, it is easy to comprehend why a geometric



exploration strategy may be problematic in the context of the
discussed problem setup: the resulting state space partition
for the full-order model and horizonN = 3 consists of
more than 15 000 regions in a 82-dimensional parameter
space. Here, the combinatorial approach is much more
efficient since it avoids time demanding and numerically
challenging geometric operations in the high-dimensional
parameter space. Furthermore, in all performed computations
the combinatorial algorithm produced very reliable results
and detected in many cases more correct critical regions
than its geometric counterpart. More details concerning the
numerical results can be found in [8]. Note that due to
the discussed properties, combinatorial mpQP might also
be promising for tracking or disturbance rejection problems
in explicit linear MPC, where the number of parameters is
usually increased without introducing additional constraints.
For such complex state space partitions as discussed above,
identification of the critical region that contains the current
system statex is of course not a trivial task. However, there
exist highly efficient techniques to address this so-called
point-location problem, e.g., by making use of multiway
trees [16], hash tables [17], or truncated binary trees [18].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analyzed and demonstrated the
applicability of combinatorial multi-parametric quadratic
programming to the off-line computation of explicit MPC
laws for problem setups involving higher-dimensional system
models. The advantages of the combinatorial active set
enumeration over geometric exploration strategies have been
discussed both by a qualitative complexity analysis and by
numerical case studies for suitable example systems. For
moderate prediction horizons and simple input and output
constraints, the combinatorial algorithm even allows to com-
pute the explicit MPC law for a distillation column process
with 82 system states.
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